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Experimental PlanExperimental Plan

We plan to launch a balloon and take readings We plan to launch a balloon and take readings 
of the atmosphere.  The equipment in the of the atmosphere.  The equipment in the 
gondola are a thermometer, magnetometer, gondola are a thermometer, magnetometer, 
barometer, and a camera that is set to take barometer, and a camera that is set to take 
pictures periodically throughout the flight.pictures periodically throughout the flight.





InstrumentationInstrumentation



Preparing to LaunchPreparing to Launch



Away it goesAway it goes



View from the topView from the top



We are here



Bringing It InBringing It In



DataData



Altitude vs. TimeAltitude vs. Time

Our Graph is not smooth because of wind changing the altitude of our balloon.



Temperature vs. TimeTemperature vs. Time

Our Graph is not smooth because of wind changing the altitude of our balloon.



Temperature vs. AltitudeTemperature vs. Altitude

Our Graph is not smooth because of wind changing the altitude of our balloon.



ConclusionConclusion

Our plans didn’t quite go as we expected.  We Our plans didn’t quite go as we expected.  We 
had to take the magnetometer off because it had to take the magnetometer off because it 
wasn’t a central part of the experiment.  wasn’t a central part of the experiment.  
Also, it made the gondola too heavy.  Our Also, it made the gondola too heavy.  Our 
camera didn’t work out like we planned.  Our camera didn’t work out like we planned.  Our 
first launch didn’t work, none of the data first launch didn’t work, none of the data 
came in.  Our second launch was a came in.  Our second launch was a 
success.       success.       



Thank YouThank You

�� We would like to thank Mr. Kliewer for We would like to thank Mr. Kliewer for 
helping us and providing the equipment.  helping us and providing the equipment.  
Also to our parents for their support.Also to our parents for their support.

�� We would also like to thank Jim We would also like to thank Jim DannDann, and , and 
SCIPP for putting on this event for all of us SCIPP for putting on this event for all of us 
to enjoy.to enjoy.


